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Chuck Bernath, (right) owner of McDonald's in Moorhead stares in bewilderment at students from MSC who picketed
against subminimum wage. Student Senate President Deborah Zitzow (sr-Moorhead) and Cindy McArthur (sr-Fargo)
were two of the 16 who did demonstrate.

sub-minimum wage under protest at Mac's
By Steve Webber
Saturday afternoon between
12 and 2 p.m., the Student
Senate established a picket line
on the sidewalk adjacent to
McDonald's Moorhead
Hamburger drive-in protesting
their lobbying efforts for an
amendment to the federal
minimum-wage bill setting a
sub-minimum wage for
employees under 18 and all
college students.
The proposed amendment in
question would set the
minimum wage at 80 per cent of
that established by the new
minimum wage bill if it is
passed.
Through the picket count
began small with only four
students, the number rose to 16
before the demonstration was
over.

According to newly-elected
Student Senate President
Deborah Zitzow, (srMoorhead), "People have to
realize what our goal was.
Picketing to stop or prevent
business is against Moorhead
statutes. Our purpose was to
inform the general public about
the issue through more than 250
leaflets that we handed out."

The brainchild of former
Senate president David Strauss
(sr-Moorhead), the project was
formulated in the late stages of
his term which eneded last
quarter.

Strauss made the charge
against McDonald's chain of
stores in his last State of the
Senate message, citing an
article by syndicated columnist
"You also have to view this Jack Anderson which charged
action as it relates to the total McDonald's with working for a
effort, because the protest did regressive youth rate.
not culminate in the picketing;
In a letter to the press the day
and there is a possibility that we
will picket again," she added. b e f o r e t h e d e m o n s t r a t i o n ,
Strauss said, "MSC students
Zitzow viewed the picketing will picket the Moorhead
as a success, in light of the fact McDonald's on Saturday in an
that only 16 people appeared to a t t e m p t t o p e r s u a d e
do the actual sign-waving, while representatives from the local
McDonald's to urge Hay Kroc,
20 were contacted.

chairman of the McDonald's they would have found it
hamburger chain, to reconsider difficult to find any complaints
his position on the subminimum f r o m t h e s t u d e n t s a b o u t
wage."
working conditions or salary,"
Bernath added.
According to the owner of the
Moorhead McDonald's, Chuck
As to how the picketing
Bernath, "Strauss or no one else affected business, Bernath said
made any effort to contact me that as far as sales were
or my employees as to what concerned, it was their fourth
their goals were, or what they best day while in Moorhead, and
wanted from me."
their best hour of sales during
the day was the time during
"I do not understand what he which the protesters were
was trying to accomplish, camped in front of the drive-in.
because we are the best thing
that has happened to student
"I would have been willing to
employment in the city of talk to them and discuss their
Moorhead."
complaints, but like I said
before ; they did not even try to
"We pay some of the best talk to me," Bernath said.
wages in comparison to our
competitors, and if they would
have talked to my employees,

restrictions limiting
NDSL use easing
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By Julie Henderson
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TIME Magazine recently sections say that the federal
money will be denied a student
carried the story of a philosophy
that has engaged in the "use of
student at the University of
force
or the threat of force or
Illinois who, during the campus
the
seizure
of property ... to
turmoil of 1970, was among
those arrested for criminal p r e v e n t t h e f a c u l t y ,
or
trespass when she participated administrative officials,
in a sit-in near the ROTC students in such institution from
engaging in their duties or
Building.
pursuing their studies."
In her case, the law was taken
During the next school year,
to
a federal court and overruled
when she was a graduate
student, the girl was informed as vague and overbroad, so the
that the government had legality of the law is in question.
Besides, the government
revoked her National Defense
Loan because of her criminal seems to be easing its
restrictions in such areas. Up
activities.
until last fall, an MSC student
Criminal activities, a receiving a National Defense
somewhat vague and subjective Loan had to sign a loyalty oath
term, means different things to stating that he was not
different people. A young MSC registered in a Communist
English teacher was told by one organization or the California
Defense
of his students that she had not E m e r g e n c y
Connectict
participated in the recent Committeee,
Teach-in sponsored on campus Volunteers for Civil Rights,
during Inauguration Day Civil Rights Congress,
because her father had warned Washington Pension Union,
her such activities would cost California Labor School,
Jefferson School of Social
her federal money.
Sciences, or United May Day
David Anderson, MSC's Committtee.
According to the law, such
financial aid officer, quickly
dispels such rumors. He says people could not receive federal
that no students at MSC have loans, or even apply for them, at
ever lost their funds for such the risk of a $10,000 fine or five
reasons, and he doubts that any years in prison. The law was
ever will, mainly because "this formed under the Subversive
is a peacful country, and we Activities Control A c t of 1 9 5 0 .
just don't get that kind of
Last fall the loyalty oath was
students here."
done away with, and an
affidavit of educational purpose
The basis for the denial of the replaced itf The affidavit just
Illinois student's loan was part calls for the student to swear
of the Higher Education that he will use the grant, loan,
Amendments of 1968, Sections etc. only for expenses related to
305,205, 504 (a) and 504 (b). The attending the college.

official bulletin

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar

OFFICIAL BULLETIN
SPRING CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed
for the Spring 1973 Quarter:
Monday, March 19 — Last day to add classes; last day to elect
pass-no credit option; last day to drop classes from record (classes
dropped after tenth class day will be recorded as withdrawals).
Friday, April 13 — Spring quarter midterm; deadline for
submitting applications if graduating Spring 1973.
Friday-Monday, April 20-23 — Holiday — No classes.
Friday, May 11 — Deadline for withdrawing from classes;
students must receive letter grades after this date.
Monday-Friday, May 14-18 — pre-registration for Fall 1973.
Monday-Wednesday, May 21-23 — Final class schedule
(examinations) for Spring 1973 quarter.
Thursday, May 24 — Spring Commencement.

+ + + + + -+--+-+++

+++++

SECOND CLASS LIST: The second class list for the Spring 1973
quarter will be distributed to departments on Tuesday, March 20.
Students whose names do not appear on this class list should check
with the Office of the Registrar. Faculty members are requested to
report any class list discrepancies.

+++++ + + + + + +++

PASS.. .-NO CREDIT: Monday, March 19, is the final day for
submitting applications to take classes on the Pass-No Credit
option. Forms are available at the Office of Admissions and
Records. Satisfactory completion of a Pass-No Credit course will
result in a grade of "S." Unsatisfactory grades will not be recorded
or computed in grade point averages. Pass-No Credit courses may
not be applied to a major, a minor, or general studies. The Pass-No
Credit option is open only to students who have previously
completed 48 or more credits, and no more than 24 credits under
this option may be applied to a degree program.
APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT ADVISORS are currently
being accepted for Summer and next Fall. You may pick up
applications at the Student Advisor's Office or in your department.
All applications must be in by March 23.

++ + ++

+ + -!- + +
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faculty cuts not as foreboding as originally indicated
By Carol Braun

Moorhead State College will
staff 23 fewer faculty positions
for 1973-74 than for the current
academic year, according to
Dr. Robert Hanson, vicepresident of academic affairs.
The reduction is a result of the
faculty cut-back made
necessary by the drop in
enrollment this year.
However, a reduction in the
number of positions is not the
same thing as a reduction of the
number of actual faculty
members.
Due to several
factors, such as the fact that
several of the cuts involve parttime instructors and that those
faculty members who are
leaving but being replaced do
not count as a position
reduction, considerably more
than 23 members of this year's
faculty will not be back next
year.
For example, 11 teachers are
taking a sabbatical next year,
but six others are returning
from sabbitical, which amounts
to a reduction of only five
people. Since faculty members
on sabbatical receive half-pay,
it is only an actual reduction of
2.5 faculty positions.

Similarly, 6.3 faculty
Also, one second year and two
members are taking leaves next first year instructors were
year, (percentage points given notice that their contracts
generally indicate part-time were being terminated for
instructors) while 5 are financial reasons. The names of
returning from leaves. This these three instructors will not
means an actual decrease fo be released, College President
only 1.3 paid positions.
Roland Dille explained, because
of the common misconception
Instructors who were hired as that their firings are a blot on
replacements for another their records.
faculty member, usually-on a
one-year contract, and given no
"No stigma should be
reason to think their contracts attached to the termination of
would be renewed, amount to a these three teachers," Dille
total reduction of 7.2 positions. said.
"They are very fine
However, again due to part- instructors."
time instructors, this group
actually includes about 14 or 15
The cut-back totals are for
people.
State-funded positions only.
MSC also expects to lose at least
Another 7.5 positions were two Federally-funded positions,
eliminated due to either Hanson said.
resignations or terminal
contracts.
Instructors with
As of now, it appears that 37 of
terminal contracts are those the full-time faculty members
who were notified last year that here this year will not be back
their contracts would not be next year. The number of partrenewed again this year.
time instructors has not yet
been determined.
In addition, two faculty
The size of next year's faculty
members are retiring and one was determined according to
of these positions is not being the amount of money expected
filled. Another two are being to be allocated by the State
transferred to Civil Service Legislature, Dille said. Should
positions.
the Legislature allocate less

money than is expected, MSC
would be over-hired for next
year. "In that case, we'd have
to dip into the equipment and
supply budget to pay some of
the salaries," Dille said.
He added that cut-backs will
also probably be necessary for
1974-75 since the enrollment
picture not likely to improve
and those on leaves and
sabbaticals will be returning
next year. For this reason, an
as yet undetermined number of
untenured faculty members will

receive notice this spring that
their contracts will not extend
beyond next year.
Dille said he has not seen any
of the petitions circulating in an
effort to reinstate several
faculty members, but said that
the petitions will not be of any
help now that decisions are
made. "They won't tell me
anything I don't know," Dille
said, "but they're a nice gesture
of support of an instructor."

time to acquaint yourself with
your sexuality —wanna do it?
.

By Nancy Beeson

In each person's search for
his or her individual identity we
run into that part of our make
up that is our sexuality. In our
quest to understand our
sexuality, we experience doubt,
intolerance, insecurity and even
a fear for what we are as sexual
beings. Yet, instead of trying to
come to terms with it, we laugh
it off instead of discussing it,
ignore rather than try to accept
and understand it.
MSC students now have the
chance to become acquainted
with their sexuality during
"The Human Sexuality
Program" that is taking place
March 4-29. This is a nonclassroom education program
that seeks to help students
become aware of their own
sexuality and others. It is hoped

•*- - '

that this awareness will aid the
student to become more
comfortable with their sexual
identity and thus be able to
accept and understand
identities that other people
have.
The program was to open with
Gay Activist, Jack Baker but
due to bad flight connections in
Chicago, he was unable to
appear. An effort is being made
to try to reschedule him later
this month.

The schedule for th€
remainder of the month is as
follows:
"Male-Female Awareness"
Thursday, March 15 at 7 p.m.
Focuses on the roles men and
women are forced to play
because of their sexual identies.
"Methods of Contraception"
Monday, March 19 at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 27 at 7 p.m.
CMU Room 202

"Focus on V.D."
On Monday and Tuesday, the
Tuesday, March 20 at 7 p.m.
subject of "Exploration of
Monday, March 26 at 7 p.m.
Sexuality" was discussed in the
Wednesday, March 28 at 7
CMU Ballroom. It focused on
sexual roles and varieties of p.m. Coffee House
sexual activity. John Preston
"Abortion: Pro and Cons"
and Cindy Hanson from Gay
C o m m u n i t y S e r v i c e s i n Panel discussion.
Wednesday, March 21 at 7
Minneapolis were co-directors.
p.m. Coffee House

•.
'
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The long awaited student telephone directories are finally here.

MSC 'fall' 1972 telephone
directory now available
By Mary Runck

Unbelievable? Well, almost.
Nevertheless, after months of
conflicts, the Moorhead State
College campus directory
finally made its appearance on
Thursday, March 8. A note of
apology from Roger Hamilton,
Director of Educational
Relations, was included in each
directory.

necessary information. Since
about two-thirds of MSC's
students live off-campus, it is
difficult to obtain these
addresses; at the beginning of
each fall quarter, many
students are still in doubt about
whether or not they will be
living on campus.

The new directories are fairly
complete; however, because of
time pressures and again,
meager funds, a few things had
to be excluded — such as
student organization office
telephone numbers, dormitory
desk numbers, and a page
The main cause of the delay giving instructions on long
was insufficient advertising to distance calls from residence
support the cost of putting out a halls.
directory this year. Also, the
In the meantime, between
details of the book were handled
outside the college which n o w a n d n e x t f a l l ,
for
entailed several trips from a r r a n g e m e n t s
improvements
will
be
made,
place to place. An extra week
was lost when the directories according to how the students
were sent to Fargo for binding. feel about this directory.
Hamilton expressed hopes of
Aside from the busy work of having the new directories for
just deciding how to print the next year completed by mid or
book, cover design, etc., is the late October about five to six
problem of getting all the weeks after registration.
Students living in residence
halls picked their books up at
mailboxes; off-campus students
who do not have a directory as
of yet can get one at Comstock
Memorial Union.

MSC students waited when Jack Baker did not arrive straightway. An hour and a half later they
left. Plans are now being made to reschedule Baker later this month.

-
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editorial
By Steve Webber
Was the McDonald's picketing a success? What was the
Senate trying to accomplish?
David Strauss, figurehead of the original idea, stated his
goal in the press letter as an attempt to persuade
representatives from the local McDonald's in Moorhead to
write a letter urging Ray Kroc, chairman of the McDonald's
hamburger chain, to reconsider his position on the
subminimum wage.
Present Student Senate President Deborah Zitzow, on
the other hand, said the goal of the effort was to educate the
public and students about the youth differential amendment
to the federal minimum wage bill.
Which was followed, and which was accomplished?
It is logical to assume that Zitzow's goal must have been
somewhat satisfied if 250 leaflets were distributed, and the
picketing was viewed by a set of customers that reached
record proportions.
Chuck Bernath, owner of the Moorhead McDonald's, said
that sales hit a record high that day, and the highest
customer count went through the doors while the pickets
were stationed outside on the sidewalk.
As to Strauss' goal, there is no question that it failed. His
goal was to persuade the local McDonald's representative
(Bernath) to urge action on the part of the McDonald's
management. How can Bernath do this if he does not know
that is what Strauss wanted?
Since Bernath was not contacted before the
demonstration, there is no way he was to know the Senate
wanted him to write a letter to Ray Kroc, so no letter has
been
or will be written.
Students who are sincerely interested in the effort against
the youth differential amendment, and all should be, must
now question the Senate as to what their next step is.
Zitzow's effort of education was nice, but its effect on the
actual
lobbying in the student's behalf is at best
questionable.
In writing, Strauss' plan was noble; but since the
necessary exchange with Bernath did not take place, the
Senate is back where they started.
As Bernath has admitted, McDonald's is lobbying in favor
of a youth differential amendment.
Something must be done to offset McDonald's efforts or
persuade them to change their minds.
Zitzow has explained that the effort is not completed, but
if she is to be successful the Senate must follow the original
idea of working with the local McDonald's in an effort to
cause change upward to the management.
In all the Senate does in the future, they must always
consider the effects and goals of their actions and not just
their intentions.
It is effects and goals that get results ... not intentions.

advocate
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o the editor
To The Editor:
What has happened to
academic responsibility on the
campus of Moorhead State
College?
The beauty of a college
community lies in the ability of
the scholars to discipline
themselves. The student must
attend classes and fulfill
requirements while the
responsible professor holds an
informative and interesting
class meeting at every
scheduled period. As individual
students, we should be here
primarily to learn. When that
objective changes, one
obstructs the right of others to
pursue a challenging course of
study.
Certainly college life is to be
enjoyed but our academic
responsibility is clear!
Sincerely,
DAVID D. SHARPE
P.S. And while I'm on my
soapbox; If college students are
genuinely concerned about the
problems of conservation,
hunger, and pollution, only
empty plates would be returned
to the dish room in Kise
Commons.
To The Editor:
There are 165 courageous
people at the Dow Chemical
plant in Bay City which has
been on strike for 14 months.
They would like to enlist the aid
of your newspaper and
members of the student body so
that we may survive. Dow
Chemical is using its unlimited
resources in an attempt to
destroy us economically and
elminate the collective
bargaining process of our Local
Union which is 14055 of the
United Steelworkers.
Many workers and their
families have suffered
unlimited hardships in the loss
of income and personal
property which they have had to
sell in order to feed their
families because Dow Chemical
refuses to resolve an unjust
labor dispute provoked by Dow
Chemical and its local
management.
In the interest of humanity we
ask that you print this letter in
your college paper and that the
wft'dent body aid us by refusing
to uuy Handi-wrap plastic food
wrap and Ziploc bags which are
made at the Bay City plant.
If there are individuals or
groups on campus who would
like to aid us in this humane
endeavor, please contact me at
the address which is given
below. We request that they
boycott the above mentioned
products which are produced by
Dow Chemical in Bay City and
by any other aid or activities
which may aid our cause.
Please print this letter in your
student newspaper and if
possible send me a copy.
Thank you,
Martin Schwerin
401N. Chilson St.
Bay City, Michigan
Local 14055

senate shotgun
By Phil Powell

A scattered approach to
reviewing action and trends in
your Student Senate.
How the mighty have fallen ...
A former Student Senate
president and one-time State
Senator hopeful has been
reduced to picketing
hamburger stands. We have
fallen on hard times indeed!!!
New senators include Roberta
Marshall (fr -Farmington) and
Walter Eisner (fr-Moorhead).
Both these senators have shown
considerable interest in their
new roles and were on hand at
the latest MSCSA meeting in
St. Cloud, nicely representing
our school in the noted (by other
school delegates) absenceof
David Martin (so-Moorhead)
and Deborah Zitzow (srMoorhead). Delegate David
Strauss (sr-Valley City) was
unavoidably absent.
Despite a withering attack of
non-interest, efforts press
doggedly onward to breathe the
breath of life into the Moorhead
State Student Association.

By Lynne Bell

Attendance at the last planning
meeting of the people concerned
with MSSA was less than half of
those invited. Coming out of the
meeting was a request for proxy
statements from the now
scattered Board of Directors to
empower representatives to
select and implement the initial

programs selected for MSSA.
The purpose of MSSA is to
further and protect the issues of
specific interest to MSC
students, a shortcoming of the
local MPIRG chapter. MSSA
deserves the support of local
students, because it serves their
own interests.

MSCSA reporter
The Minnesota State College
Student Association met Friday
and Saturday in Atwood Union,
St. Cloud State College.
Moorhead's delegates were
Mark Johnson, Walt Eisner and
Phil Powell. Also present from
MSC were Roberta Marshall,
Belle Edson, Rick Lundeen, Jan
Westra and Darryl Velo. At this
meeting MSCSA:
—sent a letter to the Attorney
General's Office urging com
pliance with the State
Chancellor's request to
implement a pilot program at
Mankato to fund a Student
Legal Aid program from
student activity money.

the MSCSA athletic committee.
This committee is looking into
the System's athletic programs.
—urged the State College
Board to vote all Northern
States Power Co. stock in the
System portfolio for the
appointment of Ms. Alpha
Smaby to the
Board of
Directors of NSP. This is an
attempt to get consumer
recognition on the Board which
is otherwise controlled by heavy
industry and commercial
interests.
— approved, in principle, a
motion to develop an
informational exchange system
between the student
governments in the State
—extended until the end of College System.
Fall Quarter, 1973, the report of

student senate

Senator Paul Anderson (soMoorhead) introduced at the
March 12 Student Senate
meeting plans for the book
exchange review board. This
quarter, the review board will
consist of the two coordinators
and three others — Senate
members Daine Krogh (soMoorhead), Anderson and
Roberta Marshall (frFarmington). The main goals
for this group will be to appoint
next year's coordinators and to
develop some plan for more
effective publicity next year.

Recommended as a case for
the Ombudsman committee
was why the money collected
for parking tickets given on the
MSC campus goes to the city
government and not the college.

The resignation of Senator
Rosie Wartner (fr-Marshall)
was announced, along with the
resignation of Mark Johnson
(jr-Hibbing) as MSCSA
alternate.

MSC student senate to D.C.
By Jean Farrand

Student Financial Aid and the
Student Sub-Minimum Wage
were among the issues
A motion was introduced and considered at the 1973 National
passed that the Senate should Student Lobby Conference held
lend its support to the Feb. 28-March 2 in Washington,
M i n n e s o t a P u b l i c I n t e r e s t DC.
Research Groups' efforts
opposing the Clay County
The second annual conference
sanitary landfill. Sandy Moses held at George Washington
(fr-Richfield) said that use of University was attended by Deb
this area for garbage disposal Zitzow (sr-Moorhead), David
p r e s e n t e d a v e r y g o o d Strauss (sr-Moorhead), Rick
possibility that the water supply Lundeen (sr-Edina), Daryl Velo
in the surrounding area would ( s o - R o t h s a y ) , B r i d g e t
be contaminated. Moses felt Halverson (jr-Twin Valley) and
that support of the Senate would Butch Dahl (sr-Mandan, ND).
strengthen MPIRG's position.
Five main characteristics
Nominations were opened for govern the operations of the
o n e d e l e g a t e a n d t h r e e National Student Lobby: 1) the
alternates to represent MSC at NSL is a permanent registered
M i n n e s o t a S t a t e C o l l e g e lobby in Washington; 2) the
Student Association meetings. NSL is student financed and
student controlled; 3) the NSL
It was reported that the $150 is run by full-time professional
allocated to the MSCSA lobby staff and is assisted by a large
and the $50 for the Mankato number of student interns; 4)
lobby efforts were not given NSL policies reflect a consensus
since a memorandum from the of opinion among students
Chancellor's office prohibits determined through an Annual
S t u d e n t S e n a t e s f r o m Referendum and 5) the NSL
supporting lobbyists.
DOES NOT ENDORSE
CANDIDATES
FOR
T w o o t h e r m o t i o n s w e r e POLITICAL OFFICE BUT
passed during the meeting. The RATHER TAKES STANDS ON
first recommended that the SPECIFIC LEGISLATION.
Senate support the efforts of
Alderman Perry in attempting
After caucusing with the
to have the length of trains R e g i o n 3 C a u c u s , w h i c h
shortened or to have the tracks included two other Minnesota
w h i c h d i v i d e d o w n t o w n colleges, St. Cloud State and
Moorhead removed.
Metro Junior College of

Minneapolis, the MSC delegates
voiced their opinions on the predetermined issues to the
Minnesota Congressional
Delegation. The students had an
opportunity to talk with
Congressional aides as well as
Senators Hubert Humphrey and
Walter Mondale and
Representatives Bob Bergland,
Donald Fraser, Bill Frenzel,
Albert Frenzel, Albert Quie and
John Zwach. The delegates then
filled out a Lobbying Progress
Report by recording the views
of the Congressmen on various
issues.
Region 3 members on the
governing Board of Directors
are Pat McDonald (Missouri)
and John Taylor (South. 111.
Univ.). Their main function is to
maintain contact with student
governments.and state student
lobbies in their region. Keith
Laqua (UND), a Region 2 Board
member may also serve as a
liaison with MSC.
Zitzow stated that the
Minnesota Congressmen were
impressed with the student
lobbyists. They appreciated the
direct approach taken by the
students to express their views
and felt that this approach was
more effective than the
marches and other means of
protest used in the past.
The MSC Student Senate
sponsored the delegates by
paying the $90 registration and
$150 to defray transportation
expenses.

annual GOP convention set
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con't from page three

human sexuality

The program has been
"Morality and Sexuality"
Thursday, March 22 at 7:30 carefully developed over a
three month period by a group
p.m. CMU Ballroom
of MSC staff and students. The
Panel discussion on "Value p r o g r a m i t s e l f w i l l u s e
professionals,
Q u e s t i o n s a n d H u m a n experienced
including counselors, trained
Sexuality"
Thursday, March 29 at 7 p.m. group facilitators, and films
developed through the Glide
Coffee House
Discussions will center on Foundation. Participation in
three perspectives: Christian, any or all of the programs is
open to all MSC students and
Hindu and Marxist.
faculty.

faculty hashes over
programs at forum

Wood's Package Store
1552 Main Ave. Fargo
-Id Kegs

HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

A program of Faculty
Forums has been organized at
Moorhead State College in
which faculty members meet
once a month to discuss various
aspects of teaching at MSC.
The program is planned so a
different aspect of teaching at
MSC is discussed each month.
The first forum session was
held on Feb. 20 where the effect
of the Tri-College University on
teaching at MSC was discussed.
The second session will be
held Monday, March 19, at 7:30
p.m. in Owens Lounge. The
topic for discussion will be
MSC's Comprehensive
Musicianship program, which
has attracted national
attention.
The final forum session will
be devoted to MSC's newest
educational program and
probably the most
controversial, the New Center.
It will be held on April 17.
at 7:30 p.m.

con't from page three

faculty cuts
Those taking leaves next year
are Allen Carter, associate
professor of
Mass
Communications;
Delray
Dvoracek, instructor of
German; John McCune, acting
chairman of the English
department; Lawrence Reed,
serials librarian and instructor
of Library Science; James St.
Clair, instructor of Sociology
and Anthropology, and John
Sherman, assistant professor of
English.
The eleven taking sabbaticals
are Rufus Bellamy, assistant
professor of English; Rudolph
Chang-Yit, associate professor
of psychology; Edward Clark,
assistant professor of Spanish
and Portuguese; Larry
Foreman, assistant professor of
Speech, John Gibbs, associate
professor of Humanities;
Bernard
Heringman,
associate professor of English;
Ronald Litherland, associate
professor of Education; Mary
Pryor, professor of English;
Glenn Ringstad, chairman and
associate professor of the
Department of Humanities;
Walter Wesley, chairman and
associate professor of Physics
and Astronomy, and Nelson
Whyatt, associate professor of
History.

Several Moorhead State and
Concordia College students and
faculty members will be
participating as voting
delegates Saturday, March 17,
when Clay County Republican s
hold their annual convention at
the Ramada Inn in Moorhead.
Main business at the
convention will be the biennial
election of six executive officers
and 35 members-at-large of the
county party's central
committee.
Nearly all
executive posts will be filled

235-2227

with new faces since most
incumbents have declined to
run for re-election.
The convention keynote
speaker will be State Rep.
Ernest Lindstrom of Richfield,
majority leader in the House

during the 1971 Legislature and
one of those being mentioned as
a possible Republican
gubernatorial nominee in 1974.
He is scheduled to speak at the
morning session of the
convention, which opens at io
a.m.

application for guard being taken
Moorhead State students are
being asked to apply for the
paid position of night manager
for Comstock Memorial Student
Union during the 1973-74 school
year.
Applicants should be persons
who can be available for
5 STORES
IN
FARGO—MHD

training this spring.
Deadline for turning in
applications is March 28 and
appointments will be made for
interviews April 3-5.
Application forms are
available in the Union Et Cetera
Shop.
OPEN
EVENINGS

HARDWARE

UNTIL 9 P.M.

WANTA 10 SPEED?

Language Study
in

Scheels has the largest
selection of bikes in F-M over
1,000 bikes . . . Schwinn, Vista,
Peugeot, & C. Itoh. In 3, 5, 10 &
15 speeds.

fRAnce, QeRnuny, spAin

All styles, colors,
prices. And the demand
is something else . . . by
spring they'll be gone.
So lay away now. $10
down holds your bike
until May 1 . . . at all 5
Scheels stores.

Summer Of 1973
Budget Prices
Five and Six Week Study Programs
at
Universitat - Ruhr - Bochum, Germany
Sprachenzentrum - Erlingen, Germany
Institute De Linguistic Applique Bensancon, France
University of Barcelona, Spain
GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE STUDY
12 QUARTER CREDITS

*

SCHWINN
VISTA
*

PEUGEOT
*
C. ITOH

Basic Costs:

6 Reasons Why Scheels Is The
F-M 10-Speed Headquarters:

Tuition and Fees - $225
Room and Board - $245
Special workshops for in-service teachers . . . in coopera
tion with the American Council on the teaching of
Foreign Languages.
WRITE:
Summer Sessions
University of Minnesota
7327 Johnston Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

1. SELECTION!
Largest selection of world
famous
bikes . . . including
Schwinn.
3. SERVICE!
We assemble, adjust and fit
your bike to you ... at no
extra cost.
5. REPAIR!
Expert 5, 10, 15 speed
repairs.
All
makes
and
models.

2. TRADE!
Ride in on your trade . . . it's
worth more at Scheel's. Try
us.
4. CHARGE!
Nothing down. 3 months to
pay at no extra cost. Or
monthly terms.
6. GUARANTEE!
Scheel's
policy . . . Guaranteed satisfaction
tisfactior or your
money back.

J

JUST SAY, "CHARGE IT!"
Pay as you ride! No money down. Take 3 months to oav at no
Ap " 1 ' 1 / 3 Ma V> 1 / 3
v terms.
terms' '
nl.
monthly

"Fan the flame of hilarity with the
wing of friendship and pass the
TOSy Will6 a

Charles Dickens: The Old Curiosity Shop

i
j

and for the finest selection of wines visi
^ (j

!T

student prices.

CflPPY'S
OFF
SALE
Hi

Coid
amorusco and Wente Bros, at

17 S. 8th in Fargo

NOW
OPEN!
BIKEWAY CYCLE CENTER
"SEE THE BEST BIKES IN THE AREA"
2107 3rd Avenue N. - Fargo, N. D. - 293-1044

Has Your Body
Been Bruised
Lately?
We'll Repair All
The Vital Parts
FREE ESTIMATES

^NORTHWEST
AUTO BODY
1522 Main Ave., Fargo

Concordia College Student Productions
Presents

John Denver
IN CONCERT

Saturday, March 24
9 P.M.

Concordia Memorial Auditorium
ALL SEATS RESERVED
Tickets: $6, $5, $4, $3
at Daveau's— Fargo
Team Electronics — West Acres
C-400on the Concordia Campus
Or write Box 105, Concordia College

Ottinger reflects on Student Senate

establishment gains $ wizard
After a term of four and onehalf quarters as Student Senate
treasurer, Paul Ottinger (srJamestown, ND), has made
that rare, and to some
unimaginable, jump to
administrator.

"In his last state of the senate
message, David Strauss (srMoorhead) painted a pretty
rosy picture of the Student
Senate. I happen to believe that
the Senate definitely has more
failures than successes," Paul
said.

Elected to the Senate in the
Ottinger listed three major
fall of 1971, Paul is now in the
position of administrator as weaknesses that he thought the
manager
trainee for ARA Senate will now have to contend
Services and reflects on his w i t h ; t h o s e b e i n g t h e
time in the Senate chambers. abandonment of the courtesy
bowl issue, lack of the use of
An accounting major, Paul Moorhead State Students Assn.
accepted the job as part of an (MSSA) and the failure of the
internship that will allow him to Senate to seek and obtain legal
graduate this summer, after aid in the form of useful legal
which he will remain as part of counseling.
the ARA organization until
"Key individuals on the state
which time he has gained the
experience to run his own food l e v e l , " P a u l e x p l a i n e d
service unit.
explained, "agreed that we did
have a good case, but theSenate
Asked what his role would be let the issue die."
in relation to students, Paul
As far as MSSA and legal
said, "I cannot participate as a
student, because in a sense I am counseling, Ottinger stressed
not; even though I am on that he did not get the
i n t e r n s h i p a n d h a v e n o t cooperation that he thought
graduated. I will advise the should have been devoted to
senators however, if they come both of those rather major
projects.
to me for help."

To some, Paul would be
described as an outspoken
troublemaker, to others — an
individual not afraid to say
what he thinks.
In his tenure as Senate
treasurer, Ottinger went on
record more than once opposing
the aims of the Senate and
voicing his opinion on what he
felt were more important
matters.

"Both are tools that the
senate could use as a lever in
their favor on such matters as
the courtesy bowl, budget
deliberations or violations of
State College Board Rules and
Regulations by anyone,"
Ottinger explained.
"What they have to do," Paul
added, "is to gain real control
of the matters under them.
Probably the biggest single

{SteaA. Hou&e
Your Favorite Cocktails A Bavarages

fmts IMBSfll
rcomtiiMn

I All New Prices on:
''/\
| Kegs (16 gal. & 8 gal.)--Cases--12 pks-8 pks-6 pks
1 AJso Malt Liquor

' °r " • 1—r"*

282-3693

•
•
•
•
•

CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
SEA FOOD
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING R O O M S TO 1 5 0
O N & OFF SALE LIQUORS

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELV

For your cold beer and kegs
Go To

THE SEER DEPOT
1301 5th St. So., Fargo

Don't Forget to Stop in and Get Expert Advice
for Your SPRING Parties!
See Rodger, Rog, or Joel
MM -

He explained that what hurts
the Senate most of all is the
personnel turnover. Unless the
present ad hoc committee on
student activites helps also, the
Senate will continue to make the
same mistakes with new
members on the budget
committee every year,"
Ottinger said.
"I'm optimistic, however,
that things are going to improve
with the changes that have been
made in the Senate structure
through the proposed all-college
constitution."
According to Ottinger, the
proposed drop in the number of
senators to
12, with three
executives will serve to make
the senators legislators instead
of administrators of action.
Under the new proposal,
originally drawn-up by Strauss,
the senators would make the
law and the six coordinators
also proposed would be
responsible for effecting the
legislation made by theSenate.
"As a last bit of advice of
warning to the student body, I
would suggest that they
thoroughly investigate matters
and avenues open to them
before they take any type of
action.
"If nothing else, the change to
administrator has made me
realize that much more happens
behind the scenes, than most
students are aware of," Paul
said.

How m a n y of you h a v e
wondered if you could be
successful in fhe insurance
business? We have a system
that can pretty much
determine whether or not you
will be successful. Remember,
we will not hire you if we don't
think you can make it. Our 93year old company has a 3-year
training program with a good
income while you are learning.
So, if you have always dreamed
of earning $25,000 $30,000 per
year, and would like to find out
if you have a chance to
succeed, why not give us a call.
Remember, there is no
obligation on either side, and
your
interest will be
completely confidential. Call
Gordon Stensgard, Manager.
The Bankers Life, at 293-5903,
located at 806 Black Building,
Fargo.

rjfe> m & J

Announces Their

$ SPRINGS
SBEERS
$BLASTS

item is the budget decision
making."

College Seniors, College
Grads, Master Degrees

Bronk s Package Store
20 S. University Dr.-Fargo
Phone 235-3122
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OPEN UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

j

it's the
real thing
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MPIRG appoints new executive director
The Minnesota Public interest issue areas, such as
Interest Research Group consumer protection and
(MPIRG) has announced the environmental
preservation.
appointment of the Reverend
Robert K. Hudnut of Wayzata as
The thirty-eight year old
Executive Director of the public Hudnut, who is presently pastor
interest advocacy organization of St. Luke Presbyterian
supported by more than 90,000 Church in Wayz3ta, was
students on nineteen Minnesota educated at Princeton c o l l e g e a n d u n i v e r s i t y University, where he was Phi
campuses.
Beta Kappa and the winner of a
Hudnut was chosen by the Rockefeller Fellowship and is
MPIRG Board of Directors at presently a trustee at Union
its January 6 meeting in
Minneapolis after a three month
search which yielded over fifty
applicants for the job.

Theological Seminary.
He has authored five books,
including The Sleeping Giant:
Arousing Church Power in
America, published in 1971 by
Harper and Row, which is a
manual on how to organize the
church in America for social
action. The widely reviewed
book brought this comment
from one reviewer, "This
powerful book could start

He began his duties February
1 as director of MPIRG's
professional staff of fifteen full
time lawyers, scientists and
researchers.

another Reformation.
Hudnut is widely known in
Minnesota for his efforts to
move the church into social
action, most notably as CoFounder and Co-Chairman of
the Joint Religious Legislative
Committee, the first combined

Protestant-Catholic-Jewish
attempt in this country
influence state legislation.

to

He was co-founder and first
president of the Greater
Metropolitan Federation, a
citizen lobby of 125 Twin Cities
community groups dedicated to
social change.
In addition to these
experiences, Hudnut is
chairman of the Citizens'
Advisory Committee on
proposed Interstate 394,
co-founder and President
of Presbyterians for Church
Rertewal. and has served as

He will lead that group in
research, lobbying and social
action in a number of public

chairman of advisory
committees to the Minneapolis
Board of Welfare and School
District 276.
The St. Luke Peace Program,
which Hudnut began during his
ten year tenure as Pastor at St.
Luke, is a prototype for church
organizing around the country.
Hudnut will be in Comstock
Memorial Union at 12 noon,
Monday, March 19, to talk with
MSC students about MPIRG,
issues, and how students can get
involved.
Hudnut's schedule:
9:50 Chapel Concordia
10:30 Question and answer in
Normandy — Concordia
11:30 President Knutson —
Concordia
(tent) 12:00 MSC — CMU
(tent) 1:00 President Dille —
MSC
(tent) 2:00 Press Conference
— Fargo Airport

The AirForce Pilot has it
made. Air Force KOTC
will help you make it.
Here's how.
If you qualify, the Air
Force ROTC will give you
free flying lessons. It'll be
in a Cessna 150—you're
started towards the day
when you'll solo in an Air
Force jet.
That's only one of the fringe
benefits of the Air Force
ROTC Program. Consider
all this:
Scholarships—6,500 of them
that cover full tuition. Plus
reimbursement for text
books. Plus lab and inci
dental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free,
to use as you like.
Interested? Contact

MPIRG at MSC collected $1 from over 1,600 people during spring
quarter payments, according to the Business Office. More than
4,000 students registered. Photo by Dave Benning.

NEW-King Leo's
XX

Major Schindler
At (701) 237-8186
_
Get your college career off
the ground in Air Force

ROTC.

rjr -•
''Lift i" L - A

T>fS

A Food Lover's Dream!
King Leo'i will satisfy you with this new treat... Two
juicy Beef Patties... Tasty Cheddar Cheese... Crisp,
fresh Lettuce... Sliced Pickles... All held together by
• triple sliced Sesame Seed bun, toasted and served
with our own special sauce.

ONLY 60c

When you'rr in lovr. il * alw.ix*
spring. Seal this \i-ry spri ial
feeling with a diamond rng.igr
mcnt ring '.hat embraces a
matching wide wedding hand
And a twin hand for him In
14-karat white or yellow gold

Leat n to fly while you re still in college. The Marines
will pay the bill-about.$900 worth of lessons-for
qualified members of the Platoon Leaders Class.
You 11 also be earning a Marine officers commis
sion through PLC summer training at Quantico,
Virginia. And after graduation, you may be one of the
few good men who go on to Marine pilot or flight
0 icet training. Get the details from the Marine officer
who visits your campus

1 i. P The Marines aie
looking iorafewgood men.

MSC
CLIP THIS COUPON & SAVE!

HALE
JEWELERS

1st Big Leo
2nd Big Leo

212 Broadway

no interest on charges

good college men.
We pay.

pic

of Enibracanblt
Diamonds Mi'ans l.ore

I

civilian
pilot's
license
for a few

Jj
Bring A Friend & Both Save.
Good Through March 1973

^Qc
FREE

fftwsasf.ft

2 MPIRGs issue call
to landfill action
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CC&I affirms New Center credit
By Kim Snyder

contemplate transferring to the General Studies. It was pointed
r
e g u l a r p r o g r a m . I t w a s out that MSC accepts without
The Concordia College
At the March 6th meeting of suggested that these courses be question the courses taken at
affiliate of the Minnesota Public
the Council on Cirriculum and handled on the basis of an junior colleges for General
Interest Research Group
Instruction an acting policy appeal and evaluated by a Studies credit. The Committee
(MPIRG) joined the Moorhead
MPIRG Research Director, concerning the accredidation of
subcommittee. The CCI motion felt that the New Center
State College MPIRG group in Dr. Karim Ahmed plans to
experience as
presently
general study courses at the does this.
sponsoring this Wednesday
attend the Wednesday evening New Center was passed.
constituted was not comparable
night's Sanitary Landfill Issue
meeting. He will address the
1. Any student from the New
T h e G e n e r a l S t u d i e s to that at the junior colleges and
meeting at the Comstock group on the Clay County
C e n t e r w h o h a s n e i t h e r Committee also examined the that an advisory committee
Memorial Union, Moorhead Sanitary Landfill Issue and
completed the two years nor broader question of the kinds of would be set up to work out a
State College.
what action citizens can take to meets the general requirements
courses that could be offered by compromise. This was also
remedy the situation.
to the college may be admitted the New Center and applied to accomplished by the CCI
Lee Reiersgard, Concordia Concerning the issue and the on a probationary status if
motion.
College MPIRG Chairperson meeting, Dr. Ahmed stated, permission is given by the
said, "This issue is large. The "This issue doesn't stop in Clay A d m i s s i o n s a n d R e t e n t i o n
I t s p e a k s t o Committee;
more combined effort we put C o u n t y .
into it, the larger our possible governmental effectiveness,
2. The Director of the New
results.
Sandy Moses (MSC environmental concern, and C e n t e r s h a l l s u p p l y t h e
LOOKING FOR
MPIRG Chairperson) and I land use planning. Situations A d m i s s i o n s a n d R e t e n t i o n
T R A N S P ORTATION . . . CALL
have discussed it, and feel that like this cannot be allowed to Committtee with a quantitative
here is an issue we can really d e v e l o p a n y w h e r e a t t h e statement of the student's
expense of so many people."
cooperate on."
potential for regular college
M P I R G i s a s t u d e n t work;
The March 14 meeting was supported public interest group
3. The amount of credit to be
prompted by an MPIRG which investigates and takes transferred to be determined by
research report which criticized stands on public interest issues. the Registrar, the dean in
the approval of a sanitary
For Further information charge of General Studies and
landfill site near Hawley, Minn. contact: Sandy Moses 236-3452 Chairman of the General
Studies Committee.
MPIRG has scheduled the or Lee Riersgard 299-4887.
24 HOUR SERVICE
NO METERS
meeting as a call to action on
the behalf of concerned students
and community residents.

CITY CAB
233-1354

behavior change program
open to students

An internationally-known and
widely-published author in the
field of behavior modification
techniques for counselors and
teachers will be featured at
Moorhead State College's 3rd
annual Guidance Conference
Friday, March 16. The
conference is open to students.
He is Dr. John D. Krumboltz,
a psychologist from Stanford
University, who is the author or
co-author of five prominent
books on behavioral counseling
and who has written over 70
professional articles,
monographs and reviews.
For the first time, the
conference this year is offering

Choose
The Ring
Leader

The Director of the New
Center and a student
representative will be on the
committee which deals with
students transferring from the
New Center.

registrants the opportunity to
earn one quarter ofcollegecredit
through the program, which is
co-sponsored by the MSC
Counseling and Personal
Growth Center, MSC Counselor
Education Program and the
MSC Office of Continuing
Education.

JAKE'S CHAMPLIN
SERVICE
V4th A Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-0144

Dave Johnson, acting director
of the New Center, gave this
description of the policy. "The
CCI and General Studies
Committee have given the
procedure whereby the New
Center can submit their courses
of study to the two bodies for
The 1-day conference opens at g e n e r a l a p p r o v a l a n d g e t
9:30 a.m. and Dr. Krumboltz, certain courses approved for
will be the main speaker at both general study requirements for
m o r n i n g a n d a f t e r n o o n students who transfer to the
sessions. A $6 registration fee
regular college." Johnson also
coveres the cost of the e x p l a i n e d t h a t t h i s w a s a
conference luncheon.
regular procedure since all
Invitations have been sent to c o l l e g e c o u r s e s m u s t b e
five states plus some Canadian approved.
provinces and the preregistration deadline is March
At the Feb. 28th meeting of
9.
the General Studies Committee
Further information can be
there was discussion regarding
obtained from Dr. Deane
the students who have already
Nelson, director of the MSC
taken courses under the present
Counseling and Personal
New Center progrm and who
Growth Center.

uni©n

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Service

HOUDAY MALI
MOORHEAD

Duane's
House of Pizza

TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE,
MECHANIC ON DUTY

OPEN EVENINGS

When you
have the
Munchies
There's a vending machine nearby.

F-M Vending
$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$? s

BAIL BONDS

| Municipal -District-Federal
ANYWHERE - - ANYTIME

i; CALL

*

DELIVERY SERVICE

(24 HOURS)

232 2505

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo

310 Center Ave. - Moorhead
233-6181

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

"PC eep *=»
R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$& $«

R I N G S

Keepsake is the leading dia
mond ring in America today
Mastercrafted i n rich 14K gold,
permanently registered and
protected against diamond loss

Rey's Interstate Standard
WINTERIZE TIME

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 238-1292

TUNE UPS
SNOW TIRES

Oeuielru

ENGINE HEATERS
At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorheod

HOLIDAY MALL
Moorhead 233-3190

Phone 233-3051

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
702 CENTER AVE., MOORHEAD

233-1424
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Photos by Tom Tollefson.
Wouldn't it be nice to be able to park
they did in the 30's instead of havinc
Concordia?

MSC: dateline
By Tom Tollefson

Tired of walking through
ankle deep water while crossing
the mall? Relief may be in
sight. A design for a new mall
has been accepted as part of
a long-range master plan for the
design of the exterior of the
entire campus.

In June of 1972 Interdesign of
Minneapolis was hired to make
an exterior campus site study.
This study dealt with pedestrian
traffic flow, vehicular traffic
flow, parking, signs, exterior
lighting, landscaping and siting
of future buildings.

A mid-street island is the plan for 14th Street between the Union
and Dahl Hall.

According to Earl Herring,
vice-president
for
Administrative Affairs, the
building boom at MSC is over.
This is due to preductions of
future enrollment decline. The
only possible new building is the
addition to the Center for the
Arts which has been approved
by the Legislative building
committee and is now waiting
approval by the State
Legislature and the Governor.

Since the campus is not going
to expand, it was decided that a
plan was needed to give
continuity to the campus as it is.
This plan would not only make
the campus more functional,
but also more visually exciting.
Herring points out that this
design is not meant to be a
current building project. It
would be a long-range project
implemented a portion at a time
as yearly funds for grounds
maintenance and improvement
are received.

A fountain will be the focal point of a plaza in front of the Center
for the Arts. The drive-in drop-off will give easy access to theater
patrons.

The study of the mall
revealed that the side walks are
not functional. They don't.follow
normal traffic patterns and
even have some walks that
don't go anywhere. The new
mall will have free-flowing
walks. A person be able to go

from any one door to
without having to zig-z^
cross-country,
The new mall will
elevated areas a'nd
fountain to give
variety. Special car
taken to insure that 1
trees in the mall w
victim to this new d

Another part if the
plan is the Arts Fountain
It was determined tka
than 20,000 com&unity
attend plays in the C.
year. As it is now, thee
to the CA is a path throi
parking lots. The net
would provide for an ee
drop-off route to the f
the theatre from Ninth

Interdesigns's study r<
that there are 13,P
crossings by people acr:
street, between the &i
Dahl Hall. These 13,001c
stop many of the 6,000
that pass •by "
the "no:
Un
Many ideas were^ disci
find a solution thai
provide
maximum saf>
pi \J V 1UV
the pedestrian and com <
for the driver.

One plan was to cons
walk-over, but who wou.
up and down fourteene
it would be easier
through traffic? 1' v'
necessary to put a feIU
both sides of the strtf
would force people "
walkway. The can#
then look like a pr^01
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Another idea was to lower the
street to form an underpass
under the crossing point.
However, the expense was
considered too great
since
water mains and steam lines
would have to be re-routed.
These underground pipes also
discourage a tunnel from the
Union to Dahl Hall, although it
would be much less costly than
a 14 foot deep underpass.
At present the plan calls for
making the street wider at the
crossing point and putting an
island in the middle. This seems
to be the most acceptable
answer at present, other than
closing 14th Street which would
enrage many people south of the
college.

The proposed new mall will have elevated grassy mounds
between its free flowing sidewalks and a sunken fountain between
Weld and MacLean halls.

Closing the street, however, is
the plan for 17th Street in front
of Nemzek Fieldhouse. A plaza
type mall would be created in
front of Nemzek with 17th Street
becoming just a drop off
entrance on both sides.
The entire campus would then
be encircled by a certain type of
schrub which would tie the
entire system together.

struct a
!d climb
iet when
3 dodge
ould be
re along
* which
use the
s would
camp.

plaza.

[3=rsg Andre Kole is still coming
Hage 12

March 15 — DON CRAWFORD, SUPB Coffeehouse, 9
p.m., free.

March 16—3 STOOGES SHORTS, SUPB film, CMU
Lounge, 8 p.m., free.
March 16 — CAESAR'S PALACE, CMU, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.,
£ree

March 16 — AMERICA, Dance, CMU Ballroom, 9 p.m.,
free.
March 16-17— CINNAMON SPRING, SUPB Coffeehouse,
9 p.m., free.

Andre Kole is coming,
Who is Andre Kole?

If these two statements have
baffled you to no end then
re^lce- f°r the,mystery 1S about

to be unshrouded.

Andre Kole is an illusionist
who will be appearing in the
Comstock Memorial Ballroom
at 8:30 p.m. on Friday, March
23.

Kole's production deals with
the fantasy and reality of the
supernatural world. Mystifying
feats involving extra-sensory
March 18 — VARSITY CHOIR CONCERT, Weld Hall, perception and transcendental
dematerialization are a major
8:15 p.m., free.
part of his program.
In
March 19 — EOMS STYLE SHOW, CMU Ball room, 7 p.m. addition, he will give a visible
demonstration of the fourth
March 20 — FACULTY RECITAL, Center for the Arts dimension, re-create history's
most famous and perplexing
139, 8:15 p.m., free.
seance and reveal some
amazing predictions of the
March 21 — MASH, SUPB film, Weld Hall, 7:30 p.m., 50
future.

March 16-17 — INTER-RESIDENCE TALENT SHOW,
SUPB Coffeehouse, 8 p.m., free.

cents.

March 21 — UGLIES, Dance, CMU Ballroom, 9 p.m.

arts &
entertainment
local group to appear

Due to his interest in the
supernatural, Kole will also
include some observations he
has made concerning the
miracles of Christ from the
viewpoint of an illusionist.
Andre Kole has performed in
60 countries on five continents
Tickets for this amazing
of the world and on national
evening are on sale in Kise
television in 38 countries.
Commons every weekday from
12-5 p.m. Student tickets are
$1.50 adults $3.

Andre Kole is being brought
to Moorhead State College on
behalf of the Student Union
Program Board and Campus
Crusade for Christ.

coffee house featuring folk and blues
Don Crawford will sing some
folk and blues music in the
SUPB Coffeehouse tonight at 9
p.m.
Crawford, a member of the
National Coffeehouse Circuit,
will be the second black
performer to sing at the
Coffeehouse. His program
consists of music by Jim Webb,
Joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen
and Tim Hardin. He is also a
comedian-of-sorts
and
reminisces jokingly about his
childhood.
Cinnamon Spring is a fresh
young folk group that is
comprised of Moorhead State

College students Kathy Nevins
(Dahl Hall Director), Nancy
Froyslend (so-Dilworth), Bob
Olson (jr-Apple Valley) and
Don Hansen (sr-Canby). They
will be appearing in the SUPB
Coffeehouse March 16 and 17 at
9 p.m.
Cinnamon Spring has a
repertoire that includes music
DON CB*wfO«o
puaymj
by Peter, Paul and Mary,
Roberta Flack, Joni Mitchell,
As to how the group got
Jim Webb, the Carpenters and a started, Nevins went on to say,
multitude of original songs.
"We sang at the variety show at
homecoming. That's the first
"Most of it is Bob's stuff, but time we sang." However, with
BOD uison, Nancy Froyslend and Kathy Nevins renearse Detc
we all got in and wrote a the approaching summer and
couple," Nevins explained.
new school year the group's Cinnamon Spring's Coffeehouse engagement. Not pictured is D
Hansen.
future is "still up in the air."

despite audience spit band provides a good time
By Kurt Hegland

The Bo Conrad Spit Band
plays good time music,
consequently when one goes to a
Bo Conrad concert one should
expect to have a good time.

guitar in a "jug band" is
ridiculous. Musically they were
adequate enough to get by
without embarassment which is
all that is needed.

Last Friday night in the
What made them good was
Comstock Memorial Ballroom, the fact that they got the
for the greater part of a full audience into the music, it was
house audience, a good time almost as if they defied people
was had. For those who felt to tap their feet. The. songs
inhibited and did not clap with were mostly happy, clap your
the music and smile along with hands, have a good time, crackthe band, the concert must have a - s m i l e t u n e s , w i t h a n
been a bummer.
occasional "mellow" number
thrown in for variety.
Bo claims to be a jug band but
they also do old rock and roll,
Bo Conrad was fine humor for
some country blues and a the people that were there. It
collection of other varied styles. was too bad a lot of folk missed
it. What was even sadder were
None of the musicians are the people that were there that
excellent (except pianist Mark did not have a good time. They
Stewart), but they do not need ought to learn how to laugh
to be as they play to make the instead of needing someone to
audience smile.
An Eric entertain them until the keg
C l a p t o n p r o t o t y p e p l a y i n g gets tapped.
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March 29 — Lar Lubovitch Master Class — 2:30 p.m.
Dance Studio
March 30 — Lar Lubovitch Company — 8:15 p.m. —
Center for the Arts
March 31 — Lar Lubovitch Company — 8:15 p.m. NDSU
Festival Hall
April 1 — Minnesota Orchestra — 4 p.m. — Concordia
Feld House
April 2 — Preservation Jazz Band — 8:15 p.m. — CMU
Ballroom
April 9 — Jacques Loussier Trio — 8:15 p.m. — NDSU
Festival Hall.

By Phil Hilker

The end of March will not only
bring with it the advent of
spring, but also the Tri-College
University Culture Bash.
What the Culture Bash
amounts to is the quick thinking
of Gerald Ippolito, Director of
Moorhead State College's Series
for the Performing Arts,
George Smith, Director of
North Dakota State
University's Memorial Union
and Colonel Paul Thorson,
Director of Concordia College's
Union.
These three gentlemen seized
the opportunity to turn a variety
of events into a festival of the
performing arts. Therefore, in
the period between March 29
and April 9, students from all
three schools will be able to
enjoy the Lar Lubovitch Dance
Company, the Minnesota
Orchestra, The Preservation
Hall Jazz Band and the Jacques
Loussier Trio.

April showers and a rainfall of culture

First, the Lar Lubovitch
Dance Company is an exciting

company that employs
"marvellously expansive
movement." Their excitement
stems from the fact that Lar
combines both classical and
modern dance to achieve a
totally unpredictable form.
They are a young, highly
acclaimed dance company and
promise to present an
unforgettable evening of
entertainment.
Likewise, the Minnesota
Orchestra, Preservation Hall
Jazz Band and Jacques
Loussier Trio promise to
provide an extremely diverse
program of musical enjoyment.
Everything from the roots of
jazz to the thrilling doing-over
Jacques Loussier gives Bach
will be performed.
Student tickets are $1 with ID
and are available at the
respective campus box offices.
The Culture Bash is being
partly funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts,
Minnesota Arts Council and the
Hill Foundation.
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America playing in Caesar's Palace
An evening that i§ promised
to be fit for Caesar himself is in
store for Moorhead State
College when Caesar's Palace,
a six-hour night of free
activities, begins at 9 p.m.
Friday, March 16 at the Student
Union.
AMERICA," an eight-piece
showband, is highlighting the
night's activities with a 9 p.m.
performance in the ballroom.
Other musical entertainment
will be in the_ Coffeehouse
during the evening.
At 8 p.m., "Three Stooges"
and other films are scheduled to
be shown in the main union
lounge. Throughout the union,
concessions will be available.
Other activities include
bowling, pool, and various
games of chance such as black
jack and dice tables.

Palace money, given at the
door, will be used for the games
of chance and also for bidding
for over $300 in prizes which will
be auctioned throughout the
evening.

Sponsors of the event are the
Student Union Program Board,
Gamma Phi Beta and Alpha Phi
Omega. An activity card is
required for all activities.

Cinema 70

6th Big Week!

1 Mile So. of
1-94 on
U.S. 81

One Performance
Daily Mon.-Thurs.
At 8:00
Fri.-Sat., Sun.
At — 6:45
9:30

^

Have you tried Breunig 's Lager Beer?
COMEMEETSOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER T R I E D BEFORE

COLD KECS "®"^ e
HEUO

Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave., Moorhead

Max von Sydow • Liv Ulimann
The Emigrants
A

Cinema I — West Acres
4th Smash Week!

DIANA ROSS gBILUEI HOLIDAY
Nominated for
5 Academy
Awards.

•ofRj
A IWAVQJN' picture

At 2:00-7:00-9:30

Cinema II —
Held over 8th And
Final Week!

Some Say He's
Dead ... Some
Say He Never
Will Be.

® F71RG0

At 2:15-7:15-9:15

Robert
Redford
.Jeremiah
Johnson"geh

CAESAR'S PALACE
*

Friday, Mar. 16-9 PM.-3 P.M
A NIGHT OF FREE STUDENT UNION EVENTS
* DANCE WITH AMERICA—9 P.M.
* FILMS—CMU LOUNGE—8 P.M.
T V

* BOWLING • POOL
• GAMES OF CHANCE
* COFFEE HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT
* OVER $300.00 IN PRIZES!

ALL
i-iLL

F R P P i " ACTIVITY CARDS
riVCC.
REQUIRED

Sponsors: Gamma Ph. Beta • SUPB « Alnhn
'
CklTCDT A IKIAACKIT nv

Ph|

Omeoa
W i g

—

ENTERTAINMENT BY STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS

FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Fargo, N- DaU. 58102

SUPB: CMU Room

~

222 a 236-2264
—

- 4

' t

want ads
FOR SALE: Save your life by
buying a brand new fencing foil and
mask. Best offer. Call 232-0946.

WHERE will the action be at on
Saturday, March 17 at 6:30 p.m.?
15th floor Neumaier, that's where.
STAY ON campus Friday night.
Live music, films, coffeehouse,
bowling, billiards,games of chance,
over $300 in prizes! ALL FREE!
Caesar's Palace.
FOR SALE — CHEAP: Custom
amp, Precision bass, five Shure
mikes,
Farfisa organ, Fender
bassman bottom. Need money.
Mark 236-7000.

calendar of events

Thursday, March 15

4 p.m. —Faculty Association Meeting — Biology 110.
6.30 p.m. - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship- Owens Lounge
Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek
Pool P m

HEY! Starving Advocate
photographer will do photos for job
application or passport or any other
kind of pictures. Very reasonable.
Call Tom at Advocate.
WHAT can NHC residents do for
excitement on March 17? Enter a
cribbage tourney, that's what.
WHO IS the Legendary Rake?
FREE pregnancy test.
Confidential service. Phone
anytime. Monday-Friday. 701-2379955.
LISTEN to the sound of America
— free at Caesar's Palace — Fri.
night.
LOST: A 1971 purple stone class
ring was lost in the Bo Conrad Spit
Band gig Saturday, March 10. It is
initialed KPK on the inside. Please
call 236-3320.
bicycle.

Sunday, March 18
10:15 a.m. — Sunday Celebration — United Campus Ministry —
Coffee House, Union

Monday, March 19
7 p.m. — E.O.M.S. Style Show — Ballroom, CM Union
7 p.m. — Human Sexuality Program: Methods of Contraception
7.30 p.m.
MSC Vets Club Meeting — Moorhead American
— Union 202
Legion.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — SIMS Meeting — Biology no
7:30 p.m. — Faculty Forum: MSC's Comprehensive
National Coffeehouse Circuit: DON CRAWFORD —
Union"1
Musicianship Program — Owens Lounge

BRUTUS: Meet me at my palace,
Friday night in the Student Union.
300 dollars in prizes. Caesar.

WANTED: Used
3052, 2660, or 3080.
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Call

ATTENTION — Women in the
Arts. A 5-day workshop at UND
March 12-16. Gwendolyn Brooks,
Mary McCarthy,' Minn. Dance
Theatre, women's art exhibit, etc.
Free. For further info, (like rides)
call Cyndy at 236-2601.

7 P .' n? ' tT .^uman Sexuality Program: Male-Female Awareness
r T /r T
— CMU Ballroom.

Friday, March 16
March 19-24
All Day Spring Guidance Conference — Auditorium, CA
Professional Fifth Year Conference — Union
10 a.m. 12 N &2 p.m. — Meetings on Student Financial'Aids: "No
Student Aid for 1973-74 The Problems — The Prospects" (meeting
Tuesday, March 20
open to all interested students and faculty) — Biology 110.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming —Nemzek Pool
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool.
7 p.m. — Human Sexuality Program: Focus on V.D. — Union,
8 p.m. — SUPB Free Film: "An Evening With The Three
Rm. 202
Stooges" — CMU Lounge
9 p.m. — Dance following by CAESAR'S Palace — CMU
Wednesday, March 21
Ballroom
8-t p.m. — Graphic Arts Clinic — Ind. Arts Rooms, Hagen Hall
March 16 & 17
5:30 p.m. — Baha'i Meeting — Union, Room 218
8p.m. -Inter-ResidenceTalentShow - Coffee House, Union
7 p.m. — Human Sexuality Program: Abortion: Pros & Cons,
Saturday, March 17
Panel Discussion — Coffee House — Union
All Day TRACK: NIC Indoor Meet — Nemzek Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. —SUPB Film: "MASH" (50c)—Weld Auditorium
10a.m. — Bowling Tournament — Games Room, Union
9 p.m. — Dance: UGLIES — CMU Ballroom

WHERE can NHC residents sign
up to enter the exciting cribbage
tourney on March 17th at 6:30 p.m.?
At G-2 desk by Fri. the 16th at 3 p.m.,
that's where.
FOR SALE: 35mm Yashica
Electro 35 with wide angle and
telephoto lens. Includes soft leather
case, 2 filters, and gadget bag.
Excellent condition. Must sell to get
another camera. Call 233-6571 or
contact Roger Hunt in the Advocate
office.
DID YOU know that there will be
prizes for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place at
the NHC cribbage tourney? Sure
there will be.
WANTED:
Male hamster for
mating. Will split half the litter. Call
233-6754.

B.W. Y.S.

OFF CAMPUS
STUDENTS
Campus directories are available
for Off Campus
Students at the office in the
Student Union.

Bank Where You Shop
No Charge for Notary Public
Line of Credit Checking
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS

15 Blocks From Campus

Moorhead State Bank
Holiday Mall Shopping Center

MICK'S
OFFICE
HAS MOVED
AND IS OPENED AT
10 8 ST., MOORHEAD
(OLD ROLLING KEG)

Dan Woodbury breezes to 600-yard dash title, setting a school
record of 1:14.5.

Dragon tracksters: speed, finesse, muscle

sports
spring athletics challenge Dragons
Page 17

With the coming of spring,
Moorhead State College
athletics enters its busiest
season.
Golf, tennis and baseball all
start competition in early April,
with hopes of capturing
conference laurels.
GOLF
With a southern trip to
Tennessee already under their
belt, the Dragon golfers hope to
repeat the feat they have
accomplished the last three
years.

"We expect a respectable Schroyer (jr-Pipestone), Gary
showing," said Smith, "but the Harris (jr-De.troit Lakes), Jack
pressure will be on us."
Olson (sr-Fargo, N.D.) and
Rick Underberg (jr-Buffalo).
Lost from last year's NIC
championship team, include
According to Bromme, the
four "steady performers" — conference title is up for grabs.
Brad Knight, Craig Rude, Steve St. Cloud won the conference
Simonson and Jim Dubow.
meet last year with Michigan
Tech capturing second.
TENNIS
"With numbers as criteria, BASEBALL
this should be an interesting
Third-place finishers in the
season," with Bob Bromme', NIC baseball race last season
Dragon tennis coach.

Holmes resigns post

Bromme, who has 20 players
out for tennis, said this was the
largest turnout ever at MSC.

Under the guidance of T. E.
Last year, after a good
Smith, the Dragons have
captured the Northern season, the Dragons fell flat on
Intercollegiate Conference golf their faces in the conference
championship three years in a meet, placing last.
row.
The two previous seasons the
The Dragons retain six Dragons placed third.
lettermen from last year's
"We have good balance this
squad in Grady Anderson (soAlexandria), Alan Emmel (sr- season and hope to place higher
Wapheton, ND), Dave than we did last year," said
Henderson (jr-Brainerd), Bromme.
Bruce Heysse (sr-Moorhead),
Moorhead State, which had a
DaveHinsverk (so-Roseau) and
Tom Sletten (sr-Elbow Lake). 7-5 dual meet record last year,
return four lettermen, Sam

with a 6-6 league mark, the last season, is the only proven
Dragons must find pitching starter returning.
depth if they want to challenge
Missing from last year's
for title this spring.
squad are centerfielder Paul
"For us to have a successful Dobis and second baseman
season, we've got to establish Daryl Oja, who was an All-NIC
some depth in our pitching pick in 1971.
staff," admitted coach Bill
With many out for baseball
Thomas.
this spring, competition should
All-NIC pitching choice Mike be strong for a starting berth on
Wilson (sr-Dumont), who was the 1973 Dragon edition.
unbeaten in four league starts

By Jeff Tiedeman

Al Holmes, assistant football
coach at Moorhead State
College since 1964, has resigned
to accept a position with a local
sporting goods firm.
His
resignation was effective
immediately Monday.

Dr. T. E. Smith, Athletic
Director said, "We will miss Al
in many ways.
He was a
sympathetic counselor, an
extremely dedicated worker, a

sound classroom teacher as
well as an excellent coach. The
sterling values Al taught and
practiced should in turn pay
many future dividends."

Holmes spent nine seasons as
assistant football coach for
Dwaine Hoberg and Ross
Fortier at MSC, working
principally with the defensive
line.

intramurals

A graduate of Moorhead High
School, Holmes competed in
football and wrestling at MSC
and served as the Dragons'
football captain in 1957.

Dan Purcell has been named to replace A1 Holmes as the
intramural director. Holmes resigned his position on the athletic
After a coaching stop at
staff earlier this week.
Frazee, Minn, high school,
Holmes returned to Moorhead
Purcell, who was intramural coordinator, said no changes would State and received his Master's
be made for spring quarter activities.
Degree in 1962.

Tonight the Intramural and Recreation Coordinating Council will He spent one year on t^e
meet at 9 p.m. in the Senate chambers.
Moorhead State staff before
moving to Michigan Tech
The Council will discuss spring action concerning outdoor university in Houghton, MI . He
recreation committee. They will also discuss problems created by returned to MSC in 1964 after
the absence of Holmes.
one year at Michigan Tech.
Because of the nice weather so far this spring, the starting date In addition to Holmes' duties
for softball may be moved up. All interested are urged to watch the with the Dragon football
bulletin boards.
program, he has also served as
assistant wrestling coach, head
From 7-9 p.m. on Monday-Thursday, there is open swimming at track coach and director of
the Nemzek pool.
intramurals at Moorhead State.
The intramural basketball championship went to the Joe Blows
who defeated the Touches 70-62.
Listed below is spring quarter's scheduled intramural events.
Registration

Deadline
Basketball
March 9
Badminton
March 14
Volleyball Tournament March 30
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
Apr. 6
Softball
Apr. 12
Horseshoes
Apr. 25
Trapshoot
At Meet

V-

MEN
Badminton Doubles
Swimming
Indoor Track
Weightlifting
Tennis Doubles
Racquet ball Doubles
Softball-Slow Pitch
Soccer
Horseshoes
Tug of War
Trapshoot
Outdoor Track

March 12
March 19
March 27
March 28
March 30
Apr. 12
Apr. 11
Apr. 20
Apr. 24
May 1
At Meet
May 15

Competition
Begins

Participation-Place
Points-Last to 1st

Week of March 12
March 15
Apr. 2
Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 26
Week of May 7

March 13
March 20
March 28
March 29
Apr. 2
Apr. 16
Apr. 12
Apr. 23
Apr. 25
May 2
Week of May 7
May 16

50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75

25-75
25-75
50-1500
25-75
25-75
25-75
50-150
25.-75
25-75
25-75
25-75
25-75

Al Holmes

spring sports for women begin
By Gayle Cossette

After a highly successful
basketball season (the
Dragonnettes were 10-6 for the
season, took second in the MinKota Tournament, and won 2
out of 4 games at state), Coach
Dee Watson is turning her
talents to track and says "it
looks very promising" this
season.
Track practice began last
week with approximately 25
women participating,12 of them
veterans. Coach Watson said,
"We could use some more
strength in our distance
running; sprints are our
strongest area now. The MSC
Invitational. April 7, will be our
toughest test."

The first of three indoor
meets is scheduled for March 29
against Concordia. There are
also five outdoor meets
scheduled for later in the
season, giving the girls a
slightly busier schedule than in
previous seasons.
Also back on the
intercollegiate scene for spring
is women's tennis, coached by
Dean Eileen Hume.
Eight
players have come out so far,
but Dean Hume would like to
see more freshmen
participating. The tennis team
practices Monday through
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the
women's gym at Alex Nemzek
Hall.

The possibility for an
intercollegiate softball team
also exists if enough interest is
shown.
Interested parties
should contact Miss Donella
Palmer at Alex Nemzek.
As for intramurals, due to the
success of the March 7 co-ed
basketball tournament, the
Women's
Recreation
Association (WRA) has set up a
regular season. Teams were
seeded according to the results
of that tournament for regular
season play. Games will be
played Tuesday nights at the
Fieldhouse.
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Olympic swimmer speaks out
By Ryan Bakken

Olympic diving bronze medal
winner Craig Lincoln conceded
March 3 that there were many
injustices in the 1972 Olympic
Games but felt that the
problems have to be expected.
"It's impossible to separate
politics from the Olympics,"
Lincoln said. "Sure, there were
complaints that judges rated
the athletes of their nations
higher, but it was no different
with the American judges. It
has to be expected because
we're simply not aware of the
political pressure put upon a
judge from say, Soviet Union."
Lincoln; three-time Big 10
champion and three-meter
diving gold medal winner at the
1971 Pan-American games, was
at Moorhead State College for
an exhibition and instruction for
the Dragon Swim Club.
Lincoln feels that an over
emphasis is put on winning in
the Olympics.
"I think the
American people saw us
athletes as a bunch
of
crybabies.
We're so used to
winning in everything, it's hard
for us to take losing, especially
in such a blatant case as the
basketball loss to Russia."
"We must look at the entire
perspective of the Games and
not the mistakes," he said.
Lincoln saw a hatred for
American athletes at Munich.
"The other countries want to
beat us so bad because we're so
stinking rich," he said.
"Athletes from other nations
regard Americans as selfcentered. In fact, two British
women divers said they were
surprised when I simply made
conversation with them."
The third place finisher at
Munich behind Vladimar Vasin
of the Soviet Union and Georgio
Cagnotto of Italy believes there
should be changes in the U. S.
Olympic Committee.
Last week Lincoln was in
Chicago helping to draft a
resolution which called for
taking the national charter

tournaments scheduled
Comstock Memorial Union
Recreation Center in
conjunction with SUPB, will
sponsor a bowling tournament
March 17 and a pinochle doubles
tournament March 31.
Each tournament will be held
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The bowling tournament will
be divided into classes,
according to average. Entry
fee is $1.
In the pinochle tournament,
each game will be played up to
225 points, with the tournament
being single elimination.
All interested should sign up
at the recreation center or call
Jetty Patel, 236-2265.

TROPHIES AND
WEDDING
INVITATIONS

"BflUri NlampJ Sine* 1865"
Sc*mt Tt/uU.

P* 701 235-5347 — M N 4th St — !«• 13*4
Faroe Narfft Defeat* 54)42

away from the current U. S. succeeds, he's criticized. There
Olympic Committee and setting was no use in Spitz lieing about
up a new ruling body.
how good he is, telling Howard
Cosell that he attributed it all to
"The Committee is separate luck."
from everything like political or
religious groups. They elect
Lincoln, currently diving
themselves and determine coach at the University of
everything for the athletes. We Minnesota, stated that he could
need a more democratic way, empathize with Spitz because of
w i t h d e f i n i t e a t h l e t e the outside interferences he
representation," he said.
experienced. "I bet the fans at
Munich though Craig Lincoln
There was a movement after was stuck up.
I'd sign
the Olympics to cut down the autographs but just keep on
number of swimming events in walking while I did. My main
future games. Lincoln believed objective was to win a gold
this movement was justified.
medal and I just didn't have
"Swimming is a less specialized time to make conversation with
sport and the talents are pretty all the fans."
related. Just because Mark
Spitz wins seven gold medals
Lincoln described the slaying
doens't mean he's the best of the members of the Israel
athlete in the world. I doubt if team as a "psychological
someone could win seven golds earthquake." He said, "it felt
in track and field."
like everything was crumbling
around your head, and you
After the Munich Games one could feel the tension in the air.
o f S p i t z ' t e a m m a t e s The rest of the Olympics simply
commented, "It could have wasn't the same."
happened to nicer guy." But
Lincoln felt the criticism of
Spitz was unjustified.
"It's funny what people will
expect from an athlete. Here's
WHO is the Legendary Rake?
a guy who had to live for four
years with the fact that he
FOR SALE: 10 speed Turin bike.
should have done better than he
Like new. Weight aprox. 25 lbs. Call
did (referring to the 1968 236-8179 for Andy in evening.
Olympics), and then when he

Craig Lincoln

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Under New

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

FEATURING
SHOES WITH

YOU
IN MIND

Qpg|^B Monday-Thursday Nites

One Hour Martinizing
IS A MEMBER OF THE

F.M. STUDENT CO-OPERATIVE UNION

Entitling You To A 20%
Discount On All Dry Cleaning
S. Plaza, 1621 S. University Dr., Fargo
Holiday Mall, Moorhead
701 Bdwy., Fargo

Haircuts

235-3109

Gypsy Haircuts
Page Boy Haircuts
London Bob Haircuts
Short Layered Haircuts

NATURAL LOOKS

TO

O

o
O)
TO
U-

Tom's ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So^

RBK0BB8 " 3 59 N 5TM ST - FARGO N OAK
PHONE 237-04SI

$5.98 LP's for
$4.98 LP's for

$3.99

$2.99

ALSO ANTIQUES, PAINTINGS AND TAPESTRIES
620 2nd Ave., Fargo

235-2102

THE KEG

People who drink lots of beer want it good, cold and
cheap. These people go to THB KEG. See ya there.

Introductory
Lecture
On

Transcendental
Meditation
as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Thursday, Mar. 15th
7:30 P.M. - 110 Biology

new G.I. bill provides faster,
increased payments for veterans
On Oct. 24, 1972, President
Nixon signed into law a new G.I.
Bill. This bill increased monthly
payments for veterans and
provided for monthly
prepayments. The bill also
provided for advance payment.
Advance payment was
developed to solve a problem
that anyone who has dealt with
veterans is thoroughly familiar
with.

veteran's eligibility has been
certified and once the school
has admitted the veteran, the
Veteran's Administration will
issue a check to the veteran for
the first partial month of
enrollment and the whole of the
following month.

The check will be mailed to
the school and can be picked up
in the fee payment line at the
beginning of the quarter. This
Frequently, the first check in process will be in effect at
the fall is delayed just at the Moorhead State College next
p o i n t t h a t t h e v e t e r a n fall quarter.
desperately needs funds to
All the veteran has to do is
cover tuition, books and other
s c h o o l e x p e n s e s . A d v a n c e complete the form found in the
payment — which will go into registration line and return it to
effect by Aug. 1, 1973 — is the veteran's service officer
designed to overcome this this spring when fall prefinancial crisis. Once the registration is held. When the
veteran picks up his check a
change of address form must be

filled out with the veteran's fall
address.
Another provision of the bill
makes it possible for any
student receiving benefits from
the VA to receive $50 per month
for tutoring. This means that
dependents are also eligible for
tutoring assistance if the
instructor recommends it.
Any questions will be
answered by Les Bakke, 2362171, Owens 107, or at the next
MSC Vets Club meeting, March
15, 7:30 p.m. at Moorhead
American Legion Post.
Applications for Student
Advisors are currently being
accepted for summer and next
fall. You may pick up
applications at the Student
Advisor's Office or in your
department. All applications
must be in by March 23.
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Pregnant And Alone?
Call a friend, BIRTHRIGHT
anytime Monday - Friday.

701-237-995B
Planning A
Party?
Stop At

WALDORF
LIQUORS
718 Main, Fargo
Save On All
Your Party Needs

'First Package Store Across The Bridge
On Main Ave."

fbu&i.
DIAMOND
RINGS

9100
month

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"

in MOORHEAD

ibrafew
goodcollege men.

MSC
Sunday
Special
(11 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Good Every Sunday

ISirloin Steak
Reg.
$2.29

'1.89

complete with
tossed salad,
baked potato and
Texas toast!
MSC STUDENTS
kND FACULTY ONLY
(I.D.'s needed)

ram
momnt
Come on out to

2515 So. University
iPhone 232-3127i

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST
ILLUSIONIST
CMU Ballroom

Friday, Mar. 30
8:30 P.M.
Tickets: $1,50 Students; $3.00 Adult
On Sale 12:00-5:00 in

KISE COMMONS

$100 for each month of the school year. Its like a
$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify, you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps' Platoon
Leaders Class.
You'll also be earning a Marine officer's com
mission through PLC summer training at
Quantico, Virginia.
Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.

pic

IThe Marines are
looking for a few good men.

The Marine Corps Officer Selection team will
be on campus in Owens Hall, Mar. 27 & 28 from
9:00-4:00.
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Marine Corps Officer Selection
Team will be on the campus
in Owens Hall, Mar. 27 and 28
from 9:00-4:00.
MVMC 7110 (Jfev. 1-72)
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